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INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article, R is an associative ring with nonzero unity 1. For a ring R and a subset T of R, C R .T / D fr 2 R W rt D t r for all t 2 T g. For a group G, Z.G/ D fg 2 G W gx D xg for all x 2 Gg. Let G be a group with identity e. Then R is said to be G-graded if there exist additive subgroups R g of R such that R D M g2G R g where R g R h Â R gh for all g; h 2 G. For x 2 R, x D X g2G x g where x g is the component of x in R g . Also, supp.R; G/ D˚g 2 G W R g ¤ 0 « . Moreover, R e is a subring of R and 1 2 R e . For more details, see [4] . Throughout this article, H D supp.R; G/.
First strongly graded rings have been introduced by Refai in [5] . A G-graded ring R is said to be first strongly graded if 1 2 R g R g 1 for all g 2 H . R is first strongly G-graded if and only if H is a subgroup of G and R g R h D R gh for all g; h 2 H . For more details, see [5] .
Definition 1 ([4]
). Let R be a ring. Suppose that˛W G ! Aut .R/ andˇW G G ! U.R/ where Aut .R/ is the group of automorphisms of R and U.R/ is the group of units of R. In [4] , .R; G;˛;ˇ/ is said to be crossed system if the following conditions hold for all g; h; s 2 G and a 2 R.
(1)˛g .˛h.a//ˇ.g; h/ Dˇ.g; h/˛g h .a/. In [2] , a G-graded ring R is said to be crossed product over the support if R g T U.R/ ¤ for all g 2 H . In [1] , it was shown that if R is crossed product over the support, then R is first strongly graded and then by [5] , H is a subgroup of
Suppose that R is crossed product over the support. We may choose the family fu g g g2H in R such that u g 2 R g T U.R/ for all g 2 H and assume that u e D 1. So, R g D R e u g D u g R e and fu g g g2H is a basis for the left (right) R e -module R. Define the map˛W H ! Aut .R e / by˛.g/ D˛g where˛g .a/ D u g au 1 g for all g 2 H and a 2 R e . Also, defineˇW H H ! U.R e / byˇ.g; h/ D u g u h u 1 gh for all g; h 2 H . Then˛andˇsatisfy the conditions .1/, .2/ and .3/ above (see [1] ). Hence, .R e ; H;˛;ˇ/ is a crossed system.
.i / g 2 R g and t .i / g 1 2 R g 1 for all i D 1; :::::; n g for some positive integer n g . In this article, we study˛g .x/ and it's properties.
RESULTS
In this section, we introduce our results. Let R be a G-graded ring and X be a non-empty subset of G.
If X is a subgroup of G, then R X is a subring of R. For more details, see [3] . We begin our results by the following. Theorem 1. Consider the above crossed system .R e ; H;˛;ˇ/. Suppose that X is a subgroup of H such that X Â Z.H / T Ker.˛/ andˇ.x; y/ Dˇ.y; x/ for all .x; y/ 2 X X. If R e is commutative, then R X is commutative.
Proof. Consider the family fu g g g2H above. Let g; h 2 X and a g ; b h 2 R e . Then
Hence, R X is commutative.
Let R be a first strongly G-graded ring (not necessary to be crossed product over the support). Then R g R g 1 D R e for all g 2 H . So, for every g 2 H , there exists
Theorem 2. Let R be a first strongly graded ring. Then˛g is independent of the choice of r .i / g 's and t
Proof. Let n g ; n 0 g 2 Z C and r
The next lemma is fundamental for our next results.
Lemma 1. Let R be a first strongly graded ring. If r 2 R such that rR h D f0g for some h 2 H , then r D 0.
Proof. Suppose that
Theorem 3. Let R be a first strongly graded ring and g 2 H . Then˛g .x/ is the only element of R satisfies˛g .x/a g D a g x for all a g 2 R g . Moreover,˛g .x/ 2 C R .R e / and if x 2 Z.R e /, then˛g .x/ 2 Z.R e /.
Proof. Let a g 2 R g . Then t
C R .R e / for all i D 1; :::::; n g . So,
Let x 2 C R .R e / and y 2 R such that r 
i.e.,˛g .x/ is the only element satisfies˛g .x/a g D a g x for all a g 2 R g . Since R is first strongly graded, if x 2 R e , then˛g .x/ 2 R e . In particular, if x 2 Z.R e /, then g .x/ 2 Z.R e /. So, for x 2 Z.R e / and s 2 R e ,
If a g 2 R g and w 2 R e , then wa g 2 R e R g D R g and then
w˛g .x//a g Which implies that .˛g .x/w w˛g .x//R g D f0g. By Lemma 1,˛g .x/w D w˛g .x/ and hence˛g .x/ 2 C R .R e /.
Theorem 4. Let R be a first strongly graded ring. Then the following hold:
Proof. Since 1 2 R e , x D 1:x D˛e.x/:1 D˛e.x/ for all x 2 C R .R e /. Let g; h 2 H , a g 2 R g and a h 2 R h . Then a g a h 2 R g R h D R gh and then
for all x 2 C R .R e / which implies that˛g .˛h.x// D˛g h .x/ by Lemma 1 as a g a h generates the R e -submodule R gh .
Let g 2 H , s .j / g 1 2 R g 1 and w
.j / g 2 R, j D 1; :::::; n g 1 such that 1 D
which implies that .˛g / 1 D˛g 1 . For x; b 2 C R .R e / and a g 2 R g ,
By Lemma 1,˛g .xb/ D˛g .x/˛g .b/.
Theorem 5. Let R be a first strongly graded ring. If x 2 C R .R e / and g 2 H , then
Proof. Suppose that R g is centralized by x. Then for every a g 2 R g ,
Proof. Since R is first strongly graded, 
Note that for g … H , R g D f0g and then x g D 0.
The next result is a generalization of Corollary 1.
Theorem 6. Let R be a first strongly graded ring and X be a subgroup of H . Then C R .R X / D Proof. Let t D X g2H t g 2 C R .R X / where t g 2 R g . Since R e Â R X , t 2 C R .R e / and then by Remark 1, t g 2 C R .R e / for all g 2 H . Let x 2 X . Then for every s x 2 R x ,
t g s x since t 2 C R .R X /. As t g 2 C R .R e /, by Theorem 3,
Since R x R g R x 1 R x D R xg , for all g 2 H and for all x 2 X, 
